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Nearly one billion people do not 
have access to clean, safe water - 
that's the equivalent of 1 in 8 
people on the planet!
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CULTURAL EXCHANGE

STEAM EXPERIMENTS

LECTURE "BALTIC SEA - OUR

HOME"

MAKING BOATS

WORKS PRESENTATIONS

ACTIVITIES OF THE

WEEK:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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The week started with the cultural exchange activities - all teams
were baking "Kuršėnai roll" - a traditional Lithuanian dessert. It was
very exciting to see the great job and delcious results. Here's what
Greek team from 54o Primary School Piraeus did!:

C2 week

While tasting the cakes, Lithuanian team
showed their most beautifull places of

Palanga, Kurtuvėnai, Kuršėnai and a virtual
tour of Kindergarten "Nykštukas"

All playlist:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?

list=PLrnLf_Vw82nRywCeA3eBU7zk5ry_22y
Zo



Second day of LTTA's was
intented for STEAM experiments
with water. Students had great
fun and learned about water

qualities. Learning through play
is wonderful experience.

What a great fun
to make our own

toys, and to
consume less.

"Making boats" day
improved our

engineering skills
and creativity.

Using secondary
or ecological

materials.A lecture from
Klaipėda Sea

Museum "Baltic
sea - our home"

raised our
awarness about all
living creatures in
the seas and how

human activity 
 afects their lives,

and ours too.
Water saveing and
water pollution are

very connected
topics.

We learned how
to save the water
and why we must

save it.

Students tried the learning apps and some worksheets
to train their language skills while learning new ways

how to save the water!



"Nykštukas" team had a
great pleasure to lead
such  a rich week that

included not only
students and teachers,
but also parents and all
schools' comunities. It
ended with filling the

questionnairies and the
closing zoom meeting.
Many kind words were

said and lots of
experiences shared. Every
participant gained some
knowledge and hopefully

long lasting awareness
about our precious
recourse - WATER!

Virtual meetings brought all
partners together and were
full of good mood, laughter.
In the beginning of meetings

children could hear their
teachers sing "happy

birthday" in 5 different
languages! 


